Is Javelin Right For You?

Precision Agriculture Ready.

Variety of Applications

Spreads Urea at 120’ spread widths with Javelin Spinners.

High Clearance, High Speed, Wide Pattern.

Your Lowest “Cost In Use” Spreader—Magnaspread

- UHMW and Stainless Steel Reduces Corrosion Issues and Extends the Life of the Spreader
- Stainless Steel Bearing Backer keeps bearings clean resulting in longer bearing life and fewer failures.
- Proprietary JAVELIN system delivers the Widest most consistent pattern in the Industry.
- Saves time and fuel, Can match up driving patterns with your sprayer.
- Large Tires Minimize Compaction
- Save Fuel and Time
- Hydraulics run Cooler and Last Longer with Less Stress on the System.
- BBI Binary Manifold make for a quick and stable installation and operation of ALL precision Agriculture Tools.
- Dual Rack and Pinion Gate prevents jams
- UHMW Comb Cover prevents streaking in the field.
- Overhead Spinner Motors for Extended motor life.
Suggested Use: For distribution of Urea Fertilizer in applications needing medium capacity and High Clearance Topdresser. Ideal for Rowcrops, Turf or Sod farms. Designed for high clearance and precise width to straddle rows. Hydraulic driven Conveyor Chain for Consistent speeds and Easy Precision Control Installation. Available in All plug to Tractor Hydraulics or PTO to Tandem Pump Self Contained Hydraulics.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 409 Stainless Steel Hopper and Floor.
- 30” Belt Over Bar Chain Conveyor
- 24,000 lb Single Axle
- 45 degree hopper sides
- Sloped rear end panel
- 380/90 R46 Row Crop Tires.
- Stainless Steel Spinners and Fins
- HD Bull Pull Hitch
- Ladder & DOT Lights

**OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- All Plug to Tractor Hydraulics or PTO to HD 2 Section Hydraulic Pump and 35 gallon Hydraulic tank for Self Contained Hydraulic System.
- ISOBUS Plug to Tractor Rate Control for Variable or Straight Rate Control.
- 304 Stainless Steel Hopper.
- 12” x 12” Sight window
- Multiple paint colors to choose from.
- Split Chain for LH and RH Shutoff option. (requires BBI Controller for this option)
- Sniper Milti Section Control
- Roll Over Stay Tight Tarp.